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Included in the 700+ pages of the data book are
several application notes providing additional technical
product information, including a new Technical Over-
view for the first-time user. Complete packaging, pro-
gramming, and quality information is also included, and
everything is easy to find with 15 tabbed sections and a
complete index.

Electronic Versions
All of the information in the data book is available on

WebLINX (www.xilinx.com), the Xilinx Web site. The
latest files can also be found on Rev. 5 of the AppLINX
CD-ROM, which provides quick hyperlinks from the
table of contents, index, or bookmarks to any topic in
the book.

WebLINX and AppLINX include the complete collec-
tion of Xilinx application notes, as well as information
on products that were not included in the general data
book (such as the XC6200 series of reconfigurable pro-
cessing units). Both WebLINX and AppLINX allow easy
searching of the data book and application notes.

To order your copy of the 1998 Data Book or the
latest AppLINX CD-ROM, contact your local Xilinx sales-
person, or send e-mail to literature@xilinx.com. ◆

The new 1998 Xilinx Data Book is now available in
paper, CD, and Web versions. All data sheets have been
updated since the previous printing, and several new
product introductions are included, such as:

➤ Spartan and Spartan-XL FPGA Families

➤ XC4000XV 2.5V FPGA Series

➤ XC4000XLT FPGA Series

➤ XC1701/L Serial PROMs

The book also includes these updated data sheets:

➤ XC9500 CPLDs

➤ XC4000E/EX/XL Series FPGAs

➤ XC5200 Series FPGAs

➤ XC3000 Series FPGAs

➤ XC1700D Serial PROMs

Product overviews are provided for several new
products, with additional detail on WebLINX:

➤ HardWire FpgASICTM Products

➤ High-Reliability XC4000E/X Series

➤ Alliance and Foundation Development System Products

➤ CORE Solutions

1998 Xilinx Data Book Now Available

is designed for experienced Xilinx and
Synopsys users familiar with the Alliance
Series software and the FPGA Compiler. Top-
ics included in this course include: Setting up
for Synthesis, Generation of Efficient HDL
code, and the Xilinx and Synopsys method-
ologies. Three labs are included to further
enhance the synthesis learning experience.

We offer these new courses at the Xilinx
headquarters office in San Jose, Calif., and our
distributors worldwide will also be offering
these same courses. You can find the exact
dates for the scheduled distributor courses in
your area by checking with your distributor or
by browsing the educational information on
WebLINX (www.xilinx.com). ◆

The Xilinx Customer Education Group has
developed two new courses: a one-day Foun-
dation Series schematic entry course and a
one-day synthesis course based on Synopsys.
The Foundation Series schematic-entry course
offers a combination of lecture and labs to
enhance the learning experience. The course
syllabus includes the Schematic Editor, HDL
Editor, State Machine Bubble Diagrammer,
Simulator, and Project Manager. To reinforce
the lecture materials, the course includes four
lab exercises, plus an optional lab presenting
the advanced features of the simulator.

The one-day Synopsys-based synthesis
course focuses on the implementation of an
FPGA from a synthesized design. The course
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